Release Notes for Version 7.0.5839
App

Feature

Type

Comments

SPOT

Activity Log

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT Support Tech I would like the Purge
utility to leave activity log entries
Using the purge utility (under Menu > Tools > Data Purge) will now leave activity log entries.

SPOT

Assisted Assembly

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like the PPOH by Dept.
report to show the relative proportion of pieces
scanned by department.
Modified the PPOH by Department Group reports to add
a percentage of total pieces column over the department
groups.

SPOT

Conveyor

Fix

Fix promised date not properly updating when an order
is removed from storage.

SPOT

Coupons

Fix

As a SPOT user, I would like coupons that are
scanned and do not apply, to indicate reason.
When a coupon barcode is rejected SPOT will now
indicate why (expired or invalid).

SPOT

Credit Cards

Fix

Fixed minor discrepancy on how A/R cc payments were
displayed, whether "error" or "unsuccessful" returned.

SPOT

Email

Fix

The Visual Invoice sent via email was not showing the
proper alteration price if the quantity of the alteration
was greater than 1.

SPOT

Email

Fix

Fix problem that prevented Email Address Manager
from scanning large inboxes.

SPOT

General

Fix

Fix a problem with SPOTSchedulerService that caused
2D customer ID barcodes to not display in the iOS 10
mail client.

SPOT

General

Fix

Correct Print Bag Tags by Manifest to print the bag tags
in manifest order.

SPOT

General

Fix

Fixed a problem that would cause the Non-Salvageable
orders screen to not process the selected orders.

SPOT

General

Fix

Fixed a query error in the Customer Invoice Detail report

SPOT

Gift Cards

Change

As a SPOT user, I would like my gift cards to not
require an expiration date
Expiration date field will no longer appear when paying
using a gift card.

SPOT

Home Page

Fix

Mobile Pickup Requests were not able to be canceled
from the Mobile Device Store Pickup Alert screen.

SPOT

Home Page

Fix

Fix display of production status of individual items in

Settings/Required Changes

Production Commitment Itemized View
SPOT

Issue Manager

Fix

Correct problem with Issue Manager when "Never Issue
Cash Credit as Refund" setting is enabled.

SPOT

Launcher

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT Support tech, I would like additional
prerequisites to the SPOT Launcher installer.
SPOT launcher now includes an option to install
prerequisites (.NET Framework, Citrix Receiver).

SPOT

Markin

Fix

Fixed a problem that created duplicate invoices under
very specific circumstances.

SPOT

Markin

Fix

Automatic splitting by piece count was not occurring at
markin in some cases.

SPOT

Messaging

Fix

Fixed the scroll bars when viewing a reply in Menu >
Email/Messaging > App Messaging - View Replies

SPOT

Reports

Fix

FIXED - Recent changes to the "Coupons by Clerk
(Cash Pickups)" caused the report improperly report ALL
invoices that had a coupon applied within 15 minutes of
pickup. These changes have been reversed and a new
report will be added to reflect all orders in this state.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

FIXED - The Daily Production reports were improperly
reporting a user's minutes worked if the user had not
clocked out.

SPOT

Reports

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Added support for special presentations and map
presentations to these reports: All Enabled Customers
With Orders.VTX
All Enabled Customers.VTX
Counter Customers.VTX
Customers Set Disabled.VTX
Customers with Charity Program.VTX
Customers with Custom Fields.VTX
Customers With Custom Tax Entity.VTX
Customers With Memos.VTX
Customers with Ratings.VTX
VIP Customers.VTX

SPOT

Rewards

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like to override a reward
coupon's expiration date.
Added a setting that will display expired reward coupons
in Customer View > Reprint Reward. Users with the
Modify Rewards Expiration Date security right can
change the expiration date and reprint the previously
expired reward coupon.

Store > Customer Rewards Settings >
Show Expired Rewards

SPOT

Rewards

Addition to

As a SPOT user, I would like the prompt for rewards

"Coupons To Include In Savings

Existing
Feature

program renewal to include the expiration date in
the message.
The expiration date has been added to the rewards
program renewal prompt. The prompt also shows the
amount the membership has saved the customer over
the previous 12 months.

SPOT

Search

Fix

Pressing the Show Archive button in the Invoice Search
screen was causing SPOT to crash.

SPOT

Search

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like to lookup customers by
firstname , lastname
The ability to look customers up by first name + last
name (in addition to last name + first name) has been
added to SPOT.

SPOT

Search

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like to see item status
information on the garment search screen.
Added current production status to Garment Search
results.

SPOT

Security

Fix

Fixed a problem where the Force Clock-In setting was
ineffective.

SPOT

Uncategorized

Fix

Added an explanatory message when sending email
through SPOT services fails due to incorrect
configuration.

Conveyor Kiosk

General

Fix

Fixed JavaScript error in SPOT.Kiosk when a user tries
to lookup by Phone and PIN and fails to enter a PIN.

Conveyor Kiosk

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT.Kiosk user we would like an option to
restrict customer lookup to the kiosk store.
Added an option to SPOT.Kiosk that restricts customer
lookup to the kiosk's home store.

CustomerConne
ct

General

Change

Fixed an issue that was preventing users from entering
a password during signup.

CustomerConne
ct

General

Change

Insecure password prompt now correctly uses the same
prompt as the Change Password function.

CustomerConne
ct

General

Change

Improved CustomerConnect loading of settings. This will
now get all settings in a single call which will increase
page load speed.

Data Exports

General

Fix

Duplicate invoice rows were added to the Data Export
Service A if an invoice was moved from one hotel to
another during the day.

ProductionTrac
PC

General

Fix

Fixed a problem where some payroll reports had zero
pay rates for time clocked in through ProductionTracPC

SPOT API

General

Fix

Fixed an error that was being thrown when Web

Calculation" button in Customer Rewards
Profile settings dialog.

Company Settings > Search/Lookup
Settings > Customer Search Settings >
Name Lookup Mode

In KioskSettings.Config:
<RestrictToHomeStore>Yes</RestrictTo
HomeStore>

Requests are being used and a DeliveryDate is not
provided.
SPOT API

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As an API developer, I need a function to validate a
session token.
Added "ValidateToken" function to Q and T paths. This
will validate that a session token is valid and it will also
return if the user is logged in or not. This can also be
used to extend the rolling 20-minute session expiration.

SPOT API

General

Fix

The Id in IssueAward is no longer case sensitive.

SPOT API

General

Fix

Fixed an error that was occurring when calling
GetPriceTable.

